CHIEF IN RAGE OVER VICE CHARGES; DENIES LID IS UP; OFFERS REWARD

Greatest of Sky Pilots and His Shroud

Difley Jurors' Verdict Nearing

In one of the most wearying intellectual experiences of his career, the Times'columnist and commentator, Mr. Edith Wharton, was moved to deep griefby the passing of his beloved friend, the late Mrs. Bertha Difley, whom he has described as "the most beautiful woman I ever knew." In a private letter to Mrs. Difley, Mr. Wharton expressed his profound sorrow at the loss of his beloved friend and his deep appreciation of her life and work. He said: "I feel sorry for this woman who was so much more than a mere woman. She was a great spirit, a leader in her field, and her work will live for all time."

BEACHY WENT, AS HE WANTED TO GO, WITH HIS STRAPS ON

"Service That Will Help"

In the policy of the Puget Sound State Bank and if you are not already a depositor, we suggest that you accept an invitation and open an account. A Bank Pass-Book is an inspiration to progress and thrift to the one who uses it.

City to Buy Power of Private Co.

Instead of spending another cent of millions for an auxiliary power plant, to protect against possible shortage of water, the Tacoma City Council has approved an agreement with the Tacoma Power Company for the city with an average 30-

WHEN A MAN'S MARRIED

$10 FOR PROOF, SAYS LOOMIS

A black hand threatens at Tacoma. It is not the traditional black hand of south Europe and certain other societies, but the black hand of negro procurers and bawdy proprietors.

In Seattle, one Felix Crane, sometimes known as "The King of the Tenderers," is under pretrial examination for allegedly selling girls to negro women. Another man is about to face trial on a similar charge. Prosecutor Lundin has evidence to show an immense traffic in girls at the city. The Times is willing to take his word in good faith.

SEATTLE SENDS "KING" TO PEN

Two white girls will carry the burden of the sensational case in Tacoma. L-na Crane, sometimes known as "The King of the Tenderers," is in jail. He was arrested last Tuesday night, and his trial is set for today. The Times is willing to take his word in good faith.
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Good for Prosecuting Attorney Remann! He says he will investigate thoroughly the moral, religious, immoral conditions of South D street. He estimates that red light abatement actions will follow.

The Times is willing to take his word in good faith. It will help him to the extent of its ability. He should find no trouble at all in closing up do- mestic source.

One good object lesson like that will suffice to keep Tacoma clean for years to come. Landlords feel denuded. Some degenerate, dollar-greedv proprietors may be willing to "heed about money, but even that kind, if it learns that the full punishment of the drastic abatement law is to be meted out, will forego the many tainted dollars for the few more legitimate rende. And all the decent landlords will profit by having this large and important part of the city cleaned up once for all.

GOOD分辨率
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